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ABSTRACT 
 

In general, the technique of sensibility analysis studies the behavior of the ratio between the variation of output 
results and the variation of input parameters. This study performed in the reactor pressurizer, which is a 
component responsible for control of the pressure inside the vessel, has fundamental importance in designing the 
security of any concept of advanced reactor. Above all, for its feature of passive action of the pressurizer (there 
is no spray), this analysis becomes a necessary step for safety and performance of the plant. The direct method 
through code MODPRESS, which represents the pressurizer model of the International Reactor Innovative and 
Secure (IRIS), has required large computational effort. Unlike this method, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), 
beyond faster, do not require a typical linear behavior of the system. Moreover, they can also use experimental 
data for their training and learning. If the ANN are satisfactory in this theoretical case may be used for future 
mapping and forecasting of the behavior of various phenomena in both plant operation and small-scale 
experiment to be installed in CRCN-NE. Based on the results obtained in this study, one can conclude that the 
artificial neural networks are presented as an alternative to MODPRESS code, as well as a great tool to calculate 
the sensitivity coefficient.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
To guarantee safe operation and a consequent inhibition of possible accident, it is important to 
optimize the projects for the systems and analysis of security, as well as the constant 
monitoring of the thermo dynamical variables involved in the processes that take place inside 
the reactor and its components. 
 
Besides being relevant to predict the behavior of these variables, it is necessary the choice of 
appropriate standards that influence them, which can be obtained by the most effective form - 
by making an effective analysis of sensitivity.  
 
There are two aspects that must be highlighted and that support the option done for this work 
of investigating the applicability of the ANNs (Artificial Neural Networks) in problems of 
sensitivity analysis. First, in the most direct known way, after training the NNs (Neural 
Networks), they show a very fast response of computer processing to give a coherent response 
besides being able to, at any moment, add to their training standards data of theoretical and 
experimental nature. After a brief training on an established basis, we can incorporate this 
new information to the inference process. Another aspect that deserves attention is not having 
to establish which and how many would be the parameters or variables of interest in a specific 
problem. This happens because, different from the direct method of sensitivity calculations, in 
which is necessary to establish the most significant parameters for the system and take some 
time for the calculations, the neural networks, by a dynamic process of adjust of synaptic 
weights, will weaken automatically the relationship between less significant variables. 
 
Nowadays the ANNs have been used in many ways involving technological and scientific 
themes. In the context of engineering and in the particular case of nuclear engineering, we can 
highlight some of their uses. 
 
Souza and Moreira (2006), for example, have used a neural network to propose an estimate 
for the peak of rating factor, since the distribution of the density of the power cannot be 
measured directly. After being trained and validated, the network was capable of identifying 
classes and to interpolate values of the power values peaks, being used to predict this factor in 
a way that will contribute to the protection system of the reactor. Montes et al. (2009), on the 
other hand, worked to estimate the factor of the maximum point of local power (Local Power 
Peaking Factor – LPPF) in nuclear fuel using neural network. In this hypothesis, the network 
allowed the LPPF to be determined with relative mistakes in the interval between 0.022% to 
0.045%. 
 
Mo et al. (2007) proposed an operation guidance system (OGS) for nuclear power plants 
(NPPs). The network is used to recognize the transient inside the data bank and, once 
recognized, the OGS is started. The diagnose is obtained in a relatively short time, which 
makes possible corrective actions and accident prevention when installing nuclear reactors. 
 
With the objective of developing a neural network that will help the operator to identify 
initiating events (IE) fast and take corrective measures, Santos et al. (2007) have studied 
several algorithms of ANNs. The obtained results allowed the development of an operator’s 
system support that will minimize its mistakes and will help in adverse situations during the 
operation of the NPP. 
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Mol (2002) has presented a new methodology to identify the transients based on ANNs. 
Taking advantage of the extraordinary performance of the artificial multilayered neural 
networks with the training algorithm back propagation, the method not only identifies 
dynamically the events but presents an answer “I Don’t Know” to the unknown ones for it. 
 
The ANNs, besides diagnosing and informing the type of accident that is occurring, execute 
with minimal time response, offering the operator a fast and precise controlling action. In this 
essay it is verified the applicability of the artificial neural networks as alternatives to 
conventional methods for the calculation of the  analysis of sensitivity,  to map the behavior 
of a thermo hydraulic system expressed by a given physical model(in this case, the IRIS 
pressurizer).  
 
At section 2 it will be presented the object of study and the description of the code 
MODPRESS that represents the model of the reactor’s pressurizer. Section 3 holds a 
description of the analysis of sensitivity of great relevance in the comprehension of the 
behavior of a system, when subjected to changes of state (SILVA, 2007). In section 4, it will 
be presented the multilayered neural network with the training algorithm “back propagation”. 
The data base for the network training and the ANN configuration obtained for the studied 
problem is presented in section 5. Finally, in section 6, it will be shown the analysis of the 
results and the conclusion. 
 
 

2. OBJECT OF STUDY AND THE MODPRESS CODE 
 
In the IRIS reactor, a component of extreme importance is the pressurizer, which is 
responsible for the pressure problem inside the vase. The study of the variables involved in 
the system is of great value to reassure the good work of the reactor. 
 
The reactor’s pressurizer is represented by the MODPRESS code, which was formulated 
using Euler’s number method in the differential equation of the simplified model(eq. 01), and 
has its structure at MATLAB’s platform to solve, in an approximate level, the equations of 
the model proposed by Barroso (2004). 
 

 bAy.tyy
1

n1n   (1) 

 
To validate the referred code, it was used the pressurizer model of the reactor NEPTUNUS. It 
was considered, for validation means, the experimental data from the temporal variation of 
saturation temperature, by Goemans (1987) and the results were obtained by a numerical 
simulation made using MODPRESS, using the same initial conditions (SILVA, 2007). 
 

However, it is not possible to validate, through experimental comparison, the MODPRESS 
code to the pressurizer of reactor IRIS, because it is a project still in development stage. So, 
the use of this code for the pressurizer of reactor IRIS will be in analogical terms with the 
reactor NEPTUNUS being the initial condition of the program the stationary state, where the 
thermo dynamical state of the system and the values of the variable dynamics are known. 
With effect, the geometrical dimensions of the pressurizer of IRIS were used for the referred 
analysis, which are specified in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 -Transversal slice of the vase from the IRIS reactor (SILVA, 2007) 
 
 
 
In the present essay a case study was done, analyzing the influence of the parameters: height 
of the intermediate region of the pressurizer (L20), diameter of region 1 of the pressurizer 
(DR1) and insurge income ( ), in the variables of interest: Final Pressure (FP), Final 
Volume of region 2(FV) and enthalpy of the three regions of the pressurizer, through the 
analysis of sensitivity. 
 
 

3. ANALYSIS OF SENSITIVITY 
 
The Analysis of Sensitivity is the determination of the resulting effect of disturbances in the 
obtained solution or in the functional response of technical interest, facing variations in the 
parameters. This procedure has great relevance in the comprehension of the behavior of a 
system when subjected to changes in its state (SILVA, 2007).  
 
One of the ways used to acquire the Analysis of Sensitivity is the straight method, done in 
conventional form, in which are built the so called surface-answers, which are the collection 
of all the answer-curves related to each variable for the changes in every considered 
parameter. In this method, a computer program of the numerical solution of the system is 
executed, which describes the behavior of the system, for how many times as there are 
disturbances to be studied.  
 
In the calculation of the sensitivity, the coefficient of sensitivity is given by the equation:  
 

0 0 0 0( % ) ( % )
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 (2) 

 

in which R represents the variation to the answer, P the variation to the generical parameter 
and n, the percentage of increase in the parameter. But the Sensitivity is a coefficient of a 
dimensional sensitivity and it is defined by: 
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where 0P  is the parameter of reference, and R0, the reference value of response. 
 
 

4. NEURAL NETWORK MULTI-LAYER PERCEPTRON STYLE(MLP) 
 
The MLP style network is the one with multiple layer powered forward. The ANNs are 
formed by a layer of entry, one or more intermediate layers, and an exit layer, according to 
Figure 2. The main characteristics of the networks MLP style are the neurons of the hidden 
layers, because they possess a non-linear activation function, generally of the sigmoidal type, 
and they have a great degree of connectivity.  
 
The layer of entry does not do any kind of interaction, being used only to receive and store 
entry data. The number of neurons in this layer is defined by the entry vector, in other words, 
the number of neurons is correspondent to the number of variables the problem presents.  
 
The process of information happens in the intermediate layers, which gives the network 
complexity and non-linearity. The number of neurons in the hidden layers of an ANN is 
specific to each problem, and the choice of this number will influence in its performance. So, 
it is very important the appropriate configuration of this layer, because, with too many 
neurons, the network becomes burdensome in terms of computer time to calculate the answer 
for the network training.  
 
Finally, the task of store the obtained answers by the network is given to the exit layer in 
which, like the entry layer, the number of neurons correspond to the exit vector. 
 
 
 

 
 

 Figure 2 – Model of the multi-layered perceptron (MLP) 
5. OBTAINMENT OF THE DATA BASE THROUGH THE MODPRESS AND 

TRAINING OF THE ANN 
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The values for the network training were obtained by the MODPRESS code. The referred 
code was executed exhaustively to establish the relation between the entry values, which are 
the chosen parameters for the study, and the respective changes in the variables of interest. 
 
This map was done changing the relevant parameters for the system, and verifying the 
respective answers of the dependent variables. The established parameters for this essay are 
the insurge rate ( ), the diameter of region 1 of the pressurizer (Dr1) and the height of 
region 2, intermediate region of this one, named L20. The variables of interest observed are: 
Final Pressure (FP), Final Volume of region 2 of pressurizer (FV), enthalpy of the vapor (h3) 
enthalpy of the liquid (h1) and enthalpy of the region 2 (h2). 
 
The parameters DR1 and L20, in meters, were increased in an interval of -3.45 % to +3.45 % 
and -3 % to +3 %, respectively. With percentual steps of 0,69 to the values of DR1 and 0.6 for 
L20 related to the values of reference which, like it is shown in Table 4, are: DR1 = 2.9 m and 
L20 = 0.92 m. For the insurge rate ( ) it was considered an interval from -3 % to +3 % with 
a step of 0.6. These intervals were established after a previous study of the physical model of 
the reactor was done, considering also, simplification of the analysis of the phenomenon. 
 
It was obtained 11 values of each parameter, according to Table 1. Changing one parameter 
each time, these were combined obtaining an amount of 1331 in a collection of three values. 
This collection has formed the base of execution of the MODPRESS code to obtain the pairs 
entry/exit for the training of the Artificial Neural Network. 
 
 
 

Table 1. Variation on the parameters to obtain training data from the network 
 

L20 (m) DR1 (m)  (Kg/s) 
0.9476 3.0 20.60 

0.94208 2.98 20.48 
0.93656 2.96 20.36 
0.93104 2.94 20.24 
0.92552 2.92 20.12 

0.92 2.9 20.0 
0.91448 2.88 19.88 
0.90896 2.86 19.76 
0.90344 2.84 19.64 
0.89792 2.82 19.52 
0.8924 2.80 19.40 

 
 
 
After that, the values for the parameters were taken with a percentage variation of -2 % to +2 
% with a 1 % step, to get a collection of data for the network validation. This interval was 
determined considering the artificial neural network as an interpolator tool, so the interval 
chosen for the network validation has to be in the interval of training -3 % and +3 %. Five 
values of each parameter were obtained, as shown in Table 2. Changing one single parameter 
each, these were combined establishing 125 points to execute the MODPRESS and to obtain 
the variables of interest. This collection was used to build the comparative graphs. 
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Table 02.Variation on the parameters for verification of the network 
 

Porcentagem 
do Parâmetro 

 
L20 (m) 

 
DR1 (m) 

 
 (Kg/s) 

2% P0 0.9384 2.958 20.4 
1% P0 0.9292 2.929 20.2 

P0 0.92 2.9 20.0 
- 1% P0 0.9108 2.871 19.8 
- 2% P0 0.9016 2.842 19.6 

 
 
 
With the mapping entry/exit of the functional answer obtained by the straight method, 
MODPRESS code, for the analysis of sensitivity, an artificial neural network is trained. The 
used network is a multi-layered one Feed forward with training algorithm back propagation.  
If the ANNs are capable of learning the phenomena involved, they will be able to be used 
instead of the straight code because this one demands tens of seconds to run them, while the 
ANNs simulate this behavior in fractions of seconds. 
 
An important focus of the ANN is how to adjust the weight of the connections to get the 
desired behavior. Many tests were done with different architectures and quantities of neurons 
in the intermediate layer, and the best result was given by the three-layered with 35 neurons in 
the inside layer, with logistical activation function. The network was trained with 38015 
seasons of training with a parameter of learning of 0.4 and momentum rate of 0.7, which 
guaranteed a good convergence. 
 
The neural networks are used as an alternative way (faster and accurate) to classical systems 
of analysis of sensitivity described previously. By the characteristics of knowledge 
generalization and necessary absence of previous knowledge, the parameters are relevant to 
the system, and the network proved itself an viable and efficient alternative against the 
traditional technique of analysis of sensitivity by straight methods. 
 
 

6. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 
In this essay, relevant parameters were chosen for the pressurizer working conditions. The 
changes made in the parameters had a previous study by means of establishing gaps which 
would not compromise the project of reactor IRIS. 
 
In the mentioned hypothesis, the parameters Dr1 and L20 were increased in a gap from -3.45 
% to +3.45% and -3 % to +3 %, respectively. But the insurge rate ( ) happened in an 
interval from -3 % to +3 % with the step of 0.6 %. After that, more values were taken for the 
parameters, with percentual variation from -2 % to +2 %, with the step of 1 %, to obtain a 
collection of data to validate the network. 
It can be seen in the following tables (Tables 3 to 5) the coefficient values of sensitivity for 
the studied variables related to the parameters, using the MODPRESS code and the Artificial 
Neural Networks and percentual relative error when compared to the results in both methods.  
 
From the Tables 3, 4 and 5 it can be seen that the relative mistakes vary between 0.55 % and 
6.76 %, but only the coefficient of sensitivity from the variable h1 related to the parameter 
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DR1 reaches the value of 6.76 %. This indicates that the ANN presents a good precision in the 
calculation of the coefficient of sensitivity. 
 
 
 
Table 3 Values of the coefficients of sensitivity and the percentage relative error regarding the 

parameter L20 
 

 
 
 
 

Table 4. Values of the coefficients of sensitivity and the percentage relative error regarding 
the parameter DR1 

 

 
 
 
 

Table 5. Values of the coefficients of sensitivity and the percentage relative error regarding 
the parameter . 
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From the same Tables, it can be concluded that the insurge rate  is the parameter that 
influences the variable pressure the most with a Sensitivity of 0.07. It can be also verified that 
the values of the Sensibilities of the enthalpies h3, h2 and h1 related to the insurge rate 

are higher than the ones related to the parameters L20 and DR1. Therefore, it is 
concluded that this parameter, for the enthalpies, has more influence than the parameters DR1 
and L20. On the other hand, the volume of the intermediate region VF suffers a greater 
disturbance with variations made in the position of the intermediate region of the pressurizer 
L20.  
 
Considering the few mistakes, in comparison of the coefficient of sensitivity calculated by the 
network and by the code, the conclusion is that the ANN is a viable alternative to sensitivity 
study. 
 
The study of the applicability of the Artificial Neural Network as an alternative to the 
conventional methods, to calculate the analysis of sensitivity, as well as for mapping a thermo 
hydraulic system behavior expressed by a given physical model (in this case. the IRIS 
pressurizer) allows the reach of some conclusions and offers suggestions to new leadings. 
 
So, it is possible to present the following conclusions:  

- Once trained, the ANNs were less burdensome, presenting themselves as an alternative to 
the MODPRESS code in the study of the sensitivity; 

- It is necessary that the number of neurons in the intermediate layer of the network be 
defined according to the problem in study, by means of obtaining a good generalization 
of the ANN, for the problem in study were necessary 35 neurons in the intermediate layer 
of the network; 

- The configuration of the ANN, chosen by the author, presents satisfactory results, 
because the network informs the answers in matters of seconds, while the code can take a 
few minutes; 

- The network presents itself as a great tool for the calculation of sensitivity, because the 
relative percentual mistakes (between both methods) are insignificant, considering the 
precision and speed of the ANNs; 

- Considering the disturbances in the variables of interest, resulted from variations in the 
values of geometrical parameters chosen, L20 and DR1, it was proved the imposed 
variations in the parameter L20 were the most significant; 

- The chosen variables, the most affected in every evaluated case, were the final volume of 
the region 2(FV). 
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